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To go to chapters or projects, click on the headings here, use the Bookmark links (click on the
icon at the top left of the Adobe Reader window)
or scroll through the page Thumbnails (click on
the icon next to the Bookmarks).
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U s ing t his ebook : tip s
• Browse through this ebook by scrolling through the pages as
with any document, or by using the Adobe Reader Bookmarks (like
an interactive contents list) and page Thumbnails - they will take you
quickly to the chapter, project or page you need when you click on
that page or project in the list. These Bookmarks and Thumbnails are
activated by clicking on their icons (looking like tiny pages) at the top
left of your Adobe Reader window.
• The Contents list on page 3 is also interactive. Click on any of the
chapters in the list to go to that page.
• Use links to go directly to other pages within this ebook or to
web pages. Click on the links, shown in blue, eg: http://www.katharineguerrier.com/ If you click on the blue text it will take you to Katharine
Guerrier's website, assuming you are connected to the Internet.
• So that you can quickly find the page you were last viewing, activate the 'Previous View' and 'Next View' buttons on your toolbar, to
act like the Back and Forward button on your Internet browser. Rightclick/Control-click the toolbar, go to More Tools and select these two
tools by clicking their boxes.
• Use the zoom tool to zoom in on close-up details in photographs,
and see the stitching greatly enlarged. Activate the 'Marquee zoom' to
drag a box around the area you want to enlarge.
• Print out pages for easy and portable reference. Each project gives
the page numbers for that project, so you know which pages to print
out. When printing out templates, make sure that you switch off any
'shrink to fit' or similar commands in your print dialogue box to avoid
changing the size of the templates. The pages print out well on A4 and
US Letter paper sizes.
•

Use the search facility to find specific words.

• To play a video, click on the image. Wait a few seconds for
it to start. A controller will appear underneath so that you can play/
start/stop etc. To close the video and go back to the pages, click on
the top right corner of the video screen.
• Copy the PDF file to your computer's hard disk, if you bought the
ebook on a disk – it will work faster from there. If you have any problems printing from this file or viewing the video, the first thing to try is
downloading and installing the latest version of Adobe Reader (even if
you already have the latest version).
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Int roduc tion

One of my most popular classes is 'House Blocks
with Attitude' in which students learn how to
freely piece first a house block, then its accompanying trees, which are an adaptation of the
Flying Geese block. One of the reasons this is
popular is that stray, sample or leftover blocks
can be included to make a fun quilt. And the pictorial aspects make it full of interest for a child,
with lots of opportunities for story telling and
discussion.

different elements and techniques. I like to use
novelty fabrics for gardens, farmyard or sky;
curved seams for the landscape panels; block
samples left over from previous projects, and
oddments of fabric, just like those you almost
certainly have in your scrap bag.
Having taught Patchwork and Quilting classes for
many years, my collection of sample blocks and
scraps seemed to be piling up, so I decided it was
time to put them to use in a house-block quilt,
which I named 'Town and Country Planning'.This
quilt forms the basis of this ebook (see overleaf).

Quilts using this free-piecing formula can be
made any size, and they can incorporate many
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My large version of the house-block quilt: 'Town and Country Planning'
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introduction
video: introduction by katharine guerrier

In the following pages I describe my formula for
a house-block quilt. If you follow these guidelines and techniques you will be able to make a
quilt like mine, but yours will be unique because
it will contain your own ideas, orphan blocks
and variations.
You will find working in this way is continually
interesting because there is no set pattern. Decisions are made as you construct the quilt. The
whole process is very liberating and creative. It
feels as if you can make it up as you go along!
I do hope you enjoy this ebook (I recommend
Using this ebook: tips!). If you have any queries,
feel free to contact me via my website.
Katharine Guerrier
www.katharineguerrier.com/
My small version of the house-block quilt
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I love to add novelty fabrics to the house blocks – they add fun and a 'story'
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T h e Ba sic Hous e Bl ock
Start by choosing fabrics for your first house
block. You will need 7–8 different fabrics, including a pale blue or grey to represent sky. Small
scraps of each fabric, or fat quarters, are sufficient
for one block.
When choosing fabrics for the other parts of the
house block, such as the walls, door, window and
roof, don't try to find fabrics that look exactly
like brickwork, roof tiles and woodwork. Pick out
fabrics that contrast with each other, either by
tonal value (light/medium/dark) or by colour. Yellow, gold or light coloured fabrics are good for
windows, for instance. Part of the visual wit and
fun of this block is creating harmony from unexpected fabrics, without being too literal (such as
the striped fabric on the roof of the house block
shown here). Small-scale patterns make excellent
choices.
Have a look at all the different fabrics I have used
for my house blocks in the finished large quilt,
and the small version. Use the diagram and key
on the next page to help you gather your fabrics
together.
(above) This is the basic block. When
you have made one house block you
will be able to add your own variations such as an extra window, even a
window with a frame. There are lots
of ideas in the photos
(left) The basic house block with the
tree and garden added
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K a t har ine Guerrier
Katharine Guerrier is an acclaimed quilter, teacher
and author who has written many books, including Scrap Quilt Sensation and Quilting from Start
to Finish (David & Charles).
Katharine Guerrier has been making
quilts and embroideries since 1980. She
was trained at Camberwell School of
Art in London and worked for some
years as a teacher.
Katharine's work has been featured
in various magazines both British and
American, and in her books. She is a
regular contributor to current local and
national quilt exhibitions, most recently
in 'The Festival of Quilts' Birmingham
2003 where one of her entries won a
first in its category and in 2007 she was
an invited exhibitor. Her work was in
'Rise and Shine' a juried exhibition at
the Devon Guild shop in Bovey Tracey,
Devon in 2001, the Quilters' Guild exhibition held at Lords Cricket Ground
London in 1999, and The American
Quilters' Society Exhibition in Paducah,
Kentucky. U.S.A. She also works as an
occasional consultant exhibition organiser for Forge Mill Needle Museum and for
five years taught on the City and Guilds
patchwork and quilting course at Hereford
Art College.
Her work draws on the traditional motifs of
pieced patchwork, developing them to give a contemporary feel. An interest in all the Decorative
Arts is the motivation which provides the incentive
to attempt to create textiles which are original and
collectable.
Katharine has written three previous ebooks:
Patchwork Postcards and Pinboard Quilts shows her
approach to design, especially for the miniature quilt
world of postcard and pinboard quilts. Scrap Quilt
Projects has 10 quick and easy projects using scraps

from your quilt fabric stash – ideal for the home, for
gifts, or to sell for fundraising. Scrap Quilt Projects for
Babies and Toddlers gives patterns for 10 crib/cradle
and play quilts, all made using quick piecing methods
and machine quilting. See all of these titles at:
www.rainbowdisks.com/www.vivebooks.com.
For more information on Katharine and her workshops, go to Katharine's web site:
www.katharineguerrier.com
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